In this paper, the involute and evolute of the curve is studied in type of the curve-surface pair at first time. In additional when is considered evolute and involute of the curve , involute and evolute curve-surface pairs (called as strip) and strip of the curve is shown as( , ) are given with depending on the constant angle that is between in η → and n → in Euclidean 3-Space .
Introduction
The evolute and involute of the curve pair is well known by the mathematicians especially the differential geometry scientists. The evolute of any curve is defined as the locus of the centers of the curvature of the curve. These type of curves are defined after as the involute of the evolute of the curves. This subject is about the curve corresponding to curve. In other words it is the subject on curves. There are a lot of literatures by Hacısalihoglu and Sabuncuoglu. Similarly the curve-surface pair was observe by Hacısalihoglu, Keles and Sabuncuoglu. They observed the curve-surface pair, found the curvatures, relations between the curvatures of the curve and the curve-surface pair, also this curve-surface pair was studied the subject on curves on the same surface or the curves on different surfaces. Now the mix of these two spesific subject, their frenet vectors, curvatures relations between their special features are studied similar as the differential book of Sabuncuoglufirstly in this paper in Euclidean 3-Space 3 E .
The Curve-Surface Pair (Strip)
Definition : Let M and α be a surface in 3 E and a curve in 3 
M E
⊂ . We define a surface element of M is the part of a tangent plane at the neighbour of the point. The locus of these surface element along the curve α is called a curve-surface pair and is shown as ( , ) M α .
Definition:
be the curve and curve-surface 
We know that a curve α has two curvatures κ and τ . A curve has a strip and a strip has three curvatures , Fromlasttwoequations we obtain,
This equation is a relation between the curvature κ of a curve α and normal curvature and geodesic curvature of a curve-surface pair.
By using similar operations, we obtain a new equation as follows From last two equations we obtain, This equation is a relation between the curvature κ * of a curve α * and normal curvature and geodesic curvature of a curve-surface pair.
By using similar operations, we obtain a new equation as follows 2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 ( ) ,   2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 ( ) So the equation is a τ = .Then we have, 
Proof:
It is obviosly from Theorem 3.1's proof. Theorem 3.3 [4] :
